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The Alleged Overly Broad Rule
As noted in Respondent’s Brief in Support of Exceptions, the Judge repeatedly noted that
Duda told Dela Paz not to contact other employees during Dela Paz’s administrative leave.
Accordingly. the prohibition was limited to the duration of the administrative leave.

In this

regard, Duda informed Dela Paz that he was being placed on administrative leave so that
Respondent could investigate the incident involving Dela Paz and Haabibi Araru. Duda also told
this to the Union. (TR pp. 23-24). After testifying to such, Counsel for the General Counsel
asked: You said that the suspension was in order to facilitate the investigation, is that correct?”
Duda responded: Co1Tect.’ (YR pp. 24-25). Duda again specifically testified that he “told him
[Dela Pazi that he was on administrative leave, pending the investigation.” (TR p. 26). Duda
also testified that when he issued discipline on June 12 at the conclusion of the investigatory

interview of Dela Paz, such action “closed the investigation.”

(TR p. 32, lines 1314).

Accordingly, when Duda issued discipline on June 12, the administrative leave was over, the
suspension was over, and the investigation of the incident was over. The admonition not to
contact other employees ended as well. There is nothing in the record to dispute this.
In this regard, as noted in Respondent’s Exh. No. 6, Duda informed Dela Paz that he was
being placed on administrative leave pending the investigation of the incident with Araru, and
that Dela Paz was not to contact any hospital employees during the administrative leave. It is
abundantly clear that the prohibition against contacting other employees ended by its terms on
June 12. Despite the Judge’s frequent references to the prohibition as being confined to the
administrative leave, he nevertheless merged the alleged overly broad rule with the admonition
not to retaliate and found that the discharge was apparently in response to both alleged overly
broad rules. He never explained how the rules were merged or how the original admonition
somehow lived on after June 12. Furthermore, Counsel for the General Counsel has failed to
articulate a logical explanation for the merger of the two alleged overly broad rules.
The Written Statement of Dela Paz Given to Brad Wild
General Counsel’s argument that Dela Paz’s written statement that Dela Paz gave to Brad
Wild along with other documents was not the reason Dela Paz was terminated is misplaced.
Duda stated numerous times that Dela Paz’s going to Wild concerning Haabiba Araru was
considered by Duda to be retaliation and was the reason he was discharged. General Counsel
asserts that the written statement of Dela Paz was not mentioned by Duda as a reason for the
discharge in his initial 611(c) testimony and cites pages 43 and 47 of the transcript. (General
Counsel Answering Brief, p. 4). Yet the documents described in said initial testimony do not
exclude Dela Paz’s own written statement, and in fact incorporate it.

In this regard, the

additional documentation described in the transcript pages cited by General Counsel certainly are
not limited to the expanded petition summited by Dela Paz to Wild. At page 43, Duda described
the documents as “the letters or statements from these individuals along with

.

.

.

the petition.

.

At page 47 of the transcript, Duda was asked what documents other than the petition had been
submitted to Wild by Dela Paz and he stated: “If I recall, he also provided the written statements
of, that Mr. Dela Paz had presented to me on June 12.” That included Dela Paz’s own written
statement. Dela Paz’s written statement that was presented to Wild had also been given by Dela
Paz to Duda on June 12. (TR pp. 92-94, Resp. Exh. 5). Furthermore, Duda clearly referred to
Dela Paz’s written statement in later testimony, as conceded by General Counsel.
In any event, it was not the creation of the documents that caused the discharge, it was
the act of going to Wild with the documents attacking Araru that caused the discharge.
Furthermore, the vitriolic written statement of Dela Paz clearly established that his mission was
“personal,” as the Judge found, and was not in furtherance of mutual aid or protection as
envisioned by Section 7 of the Act.

Finally, the submission of all of the documents to Wild,

along with Dela Paz’s sub silentio urging to Wild to take action against Araru, would have
caused the discharge of Dela Paz even if it is found that his discharge was based in part on
protected conduct. Dela Paz was told that there would be ZERO tolerance of any retaliation, and
his termination notice noted that Dela Paz approached coworkers and management alike. (GC
Exh. 10).

Based on the above, and the record as a whole, the complaint should be dismissed in its
entirety.
Dated in Las Vegas, Nevada, this 4th day of December, 2013.
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